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PUMPING OR MIXING SYSTEM USING A
LEVITATING MAGNETIC ELEMENT

on the bottom of the agitator vessel and rotated by a driving
magnet positioned externally to the vessel. Of course, the
use of such an externally driven magnetic bar avoids the
need for a dynamic bearing, seal or other opening in the
vessel to transfer the rotational force from the driving

This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/114,655, ?led Jan. 4, 1999,
entitled “Pump for Ultra-Pure or Hazardous Fluids Based on

Non-Contact Superconducting Bearing.”
TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to the use of rotating,

10

magnet to the stirring magnet. Therefore, a completely
enclosed system is provided. This of course prevents leakage
and the potential for contamination created by haZardous
materials (e.g., cytotoxic agents, solvents With loW ?ash
points, blood products, etc.), eases clean up, and alloWs for

levitating magnetic elements for mixing or pumping ?uids

the desirable sterile interior environment to be maintained.
HoWever, several Well-recognized draWbacks are associ

or the like and, more particularly, to a system that is capable
of pumping or mixing a temperature sensitive ?uid using a
rotating magnetic element or bearing that levitates above a

use in many applications. For example, the driving magnet
produces not only torque on the stirring magnetic bar, but

cold superconducting element.

ated With this mixing technology, making it unacceptable for
15

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Most pharmaceutical solutions and suspensions manufac
tured on an industrial scale require highly controlled, thor
ough mixing to achieve a satisfactory yield and a uniform

also an attractive axial thrust force tending to drive the bar
into contact With the bottom Wall of the vessel. This of
course generates substantial friction at the interface betWeen
the bar and the bottom Wall of the vessel. This uncontrolled
friction generates unWanted heat and may also introduce an

undesirable shear stress in the ?uid. Consequently, fragile
biological molecules, such as proteins and living cells that

distribution of ingredients in the ?nal product. Agitator tanks
are frequently used to complete the mixing process, but a

are highly sensitive to temperature and shear stress, are

better degree of mixing is normally accomplished by using

easily damaged during the mixing process, and the resultant

a mechanical stirrer or impeller (e.g., a set of mixing blades
attached to a steel rod). Typically, the mechanical stirrer or

25

impeller is simply loWered into the ?uid through an opening

debris may contaminate the product. Moreover, the mag
netic bar stirrer does not generate the level of circulation
provided by an impeller, and thus cannot be scaled up to

in the top of the vessel and rotated by an external motor to
create the desired mixing action.
One signi?cant limitation or shortcoming of such an

provide effective mixing throughout the entire volume of
large agitation tanks of the type preferred in commercial

arrangement is the danger of contamination or leakage
during mixing. The rod carrying the mixing blades or
impeller is typically introduced into the vessel through a
dynamic seal or bearing. This opening provides an oppor

In yet another effort to eliminate the need for dynamic
bearings or shaft seals, some have proposed mixing vessels

tunity for bacteria or other contaminants to enter, Which of
course can lead to the degradation of the product. A corre

production operations.
having external magnets that remotely couple the mixing
35

impeller to a motor located externally to the vessel. Atypical
magnetic coupler consists of a drive magnet attached to the
motor and a stirring magnet carrying an impeller. Similar to

sponding danger of environmental contamination exists in

the magnetic bar technology described above, the driver and

applications involving haZardous or toxic ?uids, or suspen

stirrer magnets are kept in close proximity to ensure that the

sions of pathogenic organisms, since dynamic seals or
bearings are prone to leakage. Cleanup and steriliZation are

coupling betWeen the tWo is strong enough to provide
suf?cient torque. An example of one such proposal is found

also made difficult by the dynamic bearings or seals, since

in US. Pat. No. 5,470,152 to Rains.

these structures typically include folds and crevices that are
dif?cult to reach. Since these problems are faced by all
manufacturers of sterile solutions, pharmaceuticals, or the

As described above, the high torque generated can drive
the impeller into the Walls of the vessel creating signi?cant

like, the US. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has

consequently promulgated strict processing requirements for

friction. By strategically positioning roller bearings inside
45

such ?uids, and especially those slated for intravenous use.
Recently, there has also been an extraordinary increase in
the use of biosynthetic pathWays in the production of

mixing proteins and living cells, and loss of yield. Further,

pharmaceutical materials, but problems plague those
involved in this rapidly advancing industry. The primary

the bearings are frequently sensitive to corrosive reactions
With Water-based solutions and other media and Will even

tually deteriorate, resulting in frictional losses Which sloW
the impeller and reduce the mixing action and eventually

problem is that suspensions of genetically altered bacterial
cells frequently used to produce protein pharmaceuticals
(insulin is a Well-knoWn example) require gentle mixing to
circulate nutrients. If overly vigorous mixing or contact
betWeen the impeller and the vessel Wall occurs, the result

also lead to undesirable contamination of the product. Bear
55

In an effort to address and overcome the limitations

signi?cant fraction of the cells, as Well as protein molecules

resulting from magnetically coupled mixers. By using a
specially con?gured magnetic coupler to maintain only a
repulsive levitation force in the vertical direction, the large

that are sensitive to shear stresses. This not only reduces the

bene?cial yield of the process, but also creates deleterious

debris in the ?uid suspension that requires further processing
to remove.

In an effort to overcome this problem, others have pro

of TEFLON, glass, or the like. The magnetic bar is placed

ings also add to the cleanup problems.
described above, still others have proposed levitated bear
ings designed to reduce the deleterious effects of friction

ant forces and shear stresses may damage or destroy a

posed alternative mixing technologies. The most common
proposal for stirring ?uids under sterile conditions is to use
a rotating, permanent magnet bar covered by an inert layer

the vessel, the effects of friction betWeen the impeller and
the vessel Wall can be substantially reduced. Of course, high
stresses at the interfaces betWeen the ball bearings and the
vessel Wall or impeller assembly result in a grinding of the

65

thrust force betWeen the stirring and driving magnets can be
eliminated, along With the resultant shear stress and fric
tional heating. An example of one such arrangement is
shoWn in US. Pat. No. 5,478,149 to Quigg.
HoWever, one limitation remaining from this approach is

that only magnet-magnet interactions provide the levitation.

US 6,416,215 B1
3

4

This leads to intrinsically unstable systems that produce the

Walls of the vessel. Since the bearing Would levitate in the
?uid, no mixing rod or other structure penetrating the mixing
vessel Would be necessary, thus eliminating the need for
dynamic bearings or seals and all potentially deleterious
effects associated thereWith. Since penetration is
unnecessary, the vessel could be completely sealed prior to
mixing to avoid the potential for contamination and reduce

desired levitation in the vertical direction, but are unable to
control side-to-side movement. As a result, external contact

bearings in the form of bearing rings are necessary to

laterally stabiliZe the impeller. Although this “partial” levi
tation reduces the friction betWeen the impeller and the
vessel Walls, it does not totally eliminate the drawbacks of

the magnetically coupled, roller bearing mixers previously

the potential for exposure in the case of haZardous or
biological ?uids, such as contaminated blood or the like. The

mentioned.
In an effort to eliminate the need for contact or other types

of mechanical roller bearings, complex feedback control has
been proposed to stabiliZe the impeller. Typical arrange
ments use electromagnets positioned alongside the levitating
magnet. HoWever, the high poWer level required to attain
only sub-millimeter separations betWeen the levitating mag
net and the stabiliZing magnets constitutes a major disad
vantage of this approach. Furthermore, this solution is quite
complex, since the stabiliZing magnets must be actively

10

able materials and discarded after each use, Which Would
eliminate the need for cleaning or steriliZation. The absence

of a mixing or stirring rod penetrating through the vessel
Would also alloW a sloWly rotating impeller to be held at an
15

off-axis position in a sealed vessel, thus making it possible
to independently rotate the vessel about its central axis to

achieve very gentle, yet thorough, mixing.
The use of superconductivity to provide the desired

monitored and precisely controlled by complex computer

levitation Would be possible by thermally isolating and
separating the superconducting element from the magnetic
bearing and providing a separate, substantially isolated

implemented softWare routines to achieve even a moderate

degree of stability. As a consequence of this complexity and
the associated maintenance expense, this ostensible solution
has not been accepted in the commercial arena, and it is
doubtful that it can be successfully scaled up for use in
mixing industrial or commercial scale process volumes.
Still others have proposed the use of superconductive

vessel and magnetic bearing could also be made of dispos

cooling source. This combined thermal isolation and sepa

ration Would avoid creating any signi?cant cooling in the
vessel, magnetic bearing or the ?uid being mixed or
25

pumped. Overall, the proposed system Would have superior
characteristics over existing mixing or pumping technolo

materials to levitate magnetic bearings. HoWever, a signi?

gies in sterility, mixing quality, safety and reliability, and

cant limitation on the application of this technology to

Would be readily adaptable for use in larger, industrial scale

mixing systems results from the very cold temperatures
required to create the desired superconductive effects. Even

operations.

recently discovered “high temperature” superconductors

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

often require temperatures on the order of 77 to 130 Kelvin

Accordingly, keeping the above needs in focus, a primary
object of the present invention is to provide a system for
pumping or mixing a ?uid using a levitating magnetic
bearing that overcomes the shortcomings, limitations and
disadvantages of the previously described prior art

to induce reliable, stable levitation in a magnetic bearing. In

the past, the relatively Wide separation distance required
betWeen the bearing, the cryostat outer Wall, and the super
conducting element to prevent unWanted cooling the ?uid
has limited the industrial applicability of this approach. To
date, applications of this technology to ?uids have been
primarily in the pumping of cryogens or the like, such as

35

approaches.
Another object of the present invention is to provide a
pumping or mixing system Wherein a magnetic bearing is

those typically used in cold fusion experiments, in ?yWheels
or other energy storage devices, or for space travel (see
representative US. Pat. No. 5,747,426 to Abboud or US.
Pat. No. 4,365,942 to Schmidt), Where there is of course
little concern for the inevitable cooling effect created.
In my prior US. Pat. No. 5,567,672, I describe a levitating

levitated in the ?uid in a stable fashion by a superconducting

element, thereby eliminating the need for dynamic seals or

45

magnetic “non-contact” bearing that is thermally separated

pumping or mixing system Wherein the superconducting
element is thermally isolated from the levitating magnetic
bearing, thereby alloWing it to be placed in relatively close

from the superconducting element by the double-Walled
vacuum jacket of the cryostat used to cool the supercon

ducting element. This thermal separation reduces the ther
mal transfer betWeen the cold superconducting element and
the levitating bearing as Well as the ?uid being mixed, so that

proximity to the vessel While avoiding the creation of any
signi?cant cooling in the ?uid held therein.
Afurther object is to provide a mixing system Wherein the

it could possibly be used in mixing relatively temperature

vessel containing the levitating magnetic bearing can be
completely sealed prior to mixing.

sensitive ?uids, such as cell suspensions or blood. HoWever,
the resultant increased separation distance betWeen the

superconducting element and the bearing created by the

bearings in the vessel Walls and the frictional heat and shear
stress created through the use of magnetic bar stirrers or the
like.
A related object of the present invention to provide a ?uid

55

Yet another object of the invention is to provide a ?uid

pumping or mixing system Wherein the rotating, levitating

double Wall vacuum gap signi?cantly decreases the stability

magnetic bearing is selectively movable to an off-axis

and the load capacity of the bearing. This limits the appli
cations in Which this arrangement is useful, and especially

position Within a sealed vessel.
Yet a further object is to provide a vessel and levitating

precludes use With particularly viscous ?uids or With the

large volumes of ?uid typically present in commercial scale

magnetic bearing that are both fabricated of disposable

operations.

materials and can simply be discarded after mixing or
pumping is completed to avoid the need for clean up and
steriliZation.

Thus, a need is identi?ed for an improved system having

a levitating magnetic bearing for mixing or pumping ?uids,
and especially ultra-pure, haZardous, or delicate ?uid solu
tions or suspensions. The system Would preferably employ
a magnetic bearing that carries an impeller and levitates in
a stable fashion to avoid contact With the bottom or side

Additional objects, advantages and other novel features of
65

the invention Will be set forth in part in the description that
folloWs and in part Will become apparent to those skilled in
the art upon examination of the folloWing or may be learned
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With the practice of the invention. The objects and advan
tages of the invention may be realized and obtained by

understand that the polarity of the ?rst permanent magnet is
not critical for producing the desired levitation, it is pre
ferred that it is disc-shaped and polariZed in the vertical
direction. This ensures that the magnetic ?eld generated is
substantially symmetrical and the desired stable levitation

means of the instrumentalities and combinations particularly

pointed out in the appended claims.
To achieve the foregoing and other objects, and in accor

and free rotation relative to the vertical axis results.
The second permanent magnet is provided to form a

dance With the purposes of the present invention as

described herein, a system that is capable of pumping or

mixing temperature sensitive ?uids using a magnetic pump
ing or mixing element, also referred to herein as a pumping
or mixing structure or a bearing, levitated by a cold super

10

magnetic coupling With the motive device for rotating the
magnetic bearing, Which is preferably a drive magnet rotated
by a motor. In applications Where the stability of the

conducting element is disclosed. The magnetic element/

magnetic bearing is particularly important, the drive magnet

bearing, carries at least one impeller and is placed in a ?uid
vessel positioned externally to the outer Wall of a cryostat or

embodiment has at least tWo sub-magnets that correspond to

other housing for the superconducting element. A separate
cooling source thermally linked to the superconducting
element provides the necessary cooling to create the desired
superconductive effects and induce levitation in the mag
netic element, or bearing. In the preferred embodiment, the

includes more than one magnet, and in the most preferred

opposite polarity sub-magnets forming a part of the second
15

permanent magnet. In addition to creating the desired mag

netic coupling for transmitting the driving torque, these
cooperating sub-magnets create an attractive force that bal
ances With the levitational force produced by the supercon

ducting element to keep the bearing properly balanced in the
vertical direction. The cooperating sub-magnet pairs also

cryostat outer Wall or other housing de?nes a chamber

around the superconducting element that thermally isolates
it from the vessel containing the magnetic element or
bearing and the superconducting element. To minimiZe

keep the levitating bearing axially aligned and prevent

thermal transfer from the superconducting element con
tained in the chamber to the outer Wall of housing, this
chamber is evacuated or ?lled With an insulating material.
This thermal isolation and separation means that the super
conducting element can be placed in close proximity to the
outer Wall of the cryostat or other housing adjacent to the
vessel to achieve a signi?cant reduction in the separation

plings created by the sub-magnet pairs alloW the bearing to

distance betWeen the levitating magnetic element, or
bearing, and the superconducting element. This advanta
geously enhances the magnetic stiffness and loading capac
ity of the magnetic element/bearing as it levitates. HoWever,
since the superconducting element is thermally isolated from
the Wall or housing, the magnetic element/bearing, and

side-to-side movement. In combination, the magnetic cou

25

The superconducting element is preferably formed of
melt-textured Yttrium-Barium Copper Oxide (YBCO),
Which is a Well-knoWn high temperature “type II” super

conducting material, formed into a relatively thin pellet. The
thermal link betWeen the superconducting element and the
cooling source is an elongate rod formed of a material
35

hence the vessel and ?uid contained therein, are not exposed
to the cold temperatures required to generate the desired
superconductive effects. By using means external to the
vessel to rotate and stabiliZe the magnetic element/bearing
levitating in the ?uid, the desired pumping or mixing action

having desirable thermal transfer characteristics. Metals,
such as copper, brass, aluminum, or the like, are particularly
Well-suited for this purpose, but the use of any other material

having good thermal conductance/loW thermal resistance is
possible. Preferably, the rod is cylindrical in shape such that
one end has a relatively large surface area that fully contacts
and engages an entire face of the superconducting element
to maximiZe thermal transfer. While one end of the rod
supports the superconducting element in the vacuum cham
ber de?ned by the outer Wall of the cryostat or other housing,

is provided.
As should be appreciated from revieWing the foregoing
description, several advantages are provided through the use
of the mixing or pumping system of the present invention.

Since the rotating magnetic bearing levitates in the ?uid,

rotate in an exceptionally stable fashion. This reduces the
chance of inadvertent contact betWeen the bottom and side
Walls of the vessel, and eliminates the need for
electromagnets, roller bearings, or like structures found in
prior art pumps or mixers.

45

there is no mechanical stirrer or mixing rod extending
through any Wall of the vessel, Which means that the vessel
can be completely sealed from the outside environment, if
desired. This eliminates the need for a dynamic bearing or

Which remains at room temperature, the opposite end is kept
in thermal contact With the cooling source. The cooling
source may take the form of a separate cooling chamber in
the cryostat holding a cryogen at a temperature betWeen 4.2

and 130 Kelvin, and most preferably liquid nitrogen at a
temperature betWeen approximately 65—80 Kelvin. Instead

seal and the concomitant problems With leakage, sterility,
and the like, Which makes the present arrangement particu
larly Well suited for use in pumping or mixing ultra-pure or

of liquid cryogens, the use of alternate means for cooling the
rod is possible, such as providing a separate closed cycle

haZardous ?uids. Furthermore, exceptionally stable levita
tion is provided by the minimal separation distance betWeen
the superconducting element and the magnetic bearing,

refrigerator is kept entirely outside of the cryostat or other
housing for the superconducting element.
Since the magnetic bearing levitates Without the need for

55

Which is of course possible due to the thermal isolation and

a mixing rod or other form of driving shaft, it should be

separation of the superconducting element from the outer
Wall of the cryostat. Contact-free, stable levitation reduces

appreciated that the vessel containing the ?uid may be
completely sealed from the outside environment and used to
mix, rather than pump, the ?uid. By using such an
arrangement, the potential for leakage or contamination
during mixing is eliminated, as is the risk of human exposure
to haZardous or biologically active ?uids. Forming the

the incidence of frictional heating or unWanted shear
stresses, both of Which can have a signi?cant deleterious
effect on sensitive ?uids, such as cell suspensions or the like.

In a preferred embodiment, the magnetic bearing includes
?rst and second spaced permanent magnets mounted at the

sealed vessel and the magnetic bearing from disposable

opposite ends of a support shaft that carries at least one

impeller. The ?rst magnet is placed in the ?uid vessel closest
to the outer Wall of the cryostat such that it is levitated by the
superconducting element. While those of skill in the art Will

65

materials is also possible, such that they can simply be
discarded after mixing is complete and the ?uid is recovered,
if necessary. This advantageously avoids the need for clean
up or steriliZation of the vessel and bearing.
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Also, since there is no need for a dynamic bearing or seal

FIG. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional, partially cutaWay,

for any drive shaft penetrating through a Wall of the vessel,
the vertical center axis of rotation of the magnetic bearing

partially schematic vieW of a second embodiment Wherein

vessel. The vessel can then be rotated in a direction coun

the rotating, levitating magnetic bearing is used to pump a
?uid through a vessel resting atop a housing for the super
conducting element and the cooling source is a closed cycle

terclockWise to the rotation of the bearing mounted in such

refrigerator;

can be easily offset from the vertical center axis of the

an offset position. By doing so, gentle, yet thorough mixing

FIG. 3 is a partially cross-sectional, partially cutaWay,
partially schematic vieW of the system of the ?rst embodi
ment Wherein the superconducting element, vessel, mag
netic bearing, and drive magnet are axially aligned, but

may be provided in an ef?cient manner.
It should also be appreciated that other alternatives to a
sealed vessel are also possible. Of course, the vessel may

simply be open to the ambient environment, as may be
desired during the mixing of some solutions or suspensions
that require exposure to open air during mixing to achieve a
desired result. Alternatively, the vessel may be substantially
sealed With only an inlet and an outlet, such that the rotating

moved off-center relative to the vertical center axis of the

vessel;
FIG. 4a is a bottom vieW of the drive magnet used in

discarded after use to avoid the need for clean up or

situations Where exceptional rotational stability of the mag
netic bearing of the preferred embodiment is required; and
FIG. 4b is a partially cross-sectional, partially cutaWay
side vieW of the system shoWing the drive magnet of FIG.
4a magnetically coupled to a similarly constructed second
permanent magnet forming a part of the magnetic bearing.

steriliZation.
Amethod of pumping or mixing a ?uid in a vessel is also
disclosed. The method includes the steps of placing a

preferred embodiment of the invention, an example of Which
is illustrated in the accompanying draWing.

15

impeller provides pumping action to move the ?uid through
the vessel. Manufacturing the open top or substantially
sealed vessel of disposable materials is also possible, such
that both the vessel and magnetic bearing can simply be

magnetic bearing carrying at least one impeller in the vessel.
Levitation is induced in the magnetic bearing by a super

Reference Will noW be made in detail to the present

25

conducting element positioned in a evacuated or insulated
chamber de?ned by the outer Wall of a cryostat or other
housing. The chamber serves to thermally isolate and sepa

Reference is noW made to FIG. 1, Which shoWs a ?rst

embodiment of the mixing or pumping system 10. In this

rate the vessel, ?uid, and magnetic bearing from the super
conducting element, Which is thermally linked to a separate

embodiment, a cryostat 12 is used as the cooling source for

the superconductor that produces the desired levitation in a
magnetic pumping or mixing element 14, Which is shoWn for
purposes of illustration as a magnetic bearing 14. The
magnetic element or bearing 14 is placed in a vessel 16

cooling source. Upon rotating the levitating magnetic bear
ing in the vessel, the desired mixing or pumping action is

provided. As described above, the magnetic bearing and
vessel may also be formed of disposable materials and
discarded once mixing is complete and the ?uid is recov
ered.
Still other objects of the present invention Will become
apparent to those skilled in this art from the folloWing
description Wherein there is shoWn and described a preferred

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

positioned external to the cryostat 12, Which may already
35

contain a ?uid F or may be ?lled after the bearing is in place.
The vessel 16 is shoWn as cylindrical in shape and may have
an open top (see FIG. 1a). Alternatively, it may be com
pletely sealed from the ambient environment to avoid the

potential for ?uid contamination or leakage during mixing,

embodiment of this invention, simply by Way of illustration

or adapted to pump the ?uid F from an inlet to an outlet in

of one of the modes best suited to carry out the invention. As

the vessel 16 (see FIG. 2). In any case, the vessel 16 may be
fabricated of any material suitable for containing ?uids,
including glass, plastic, metal, or the like. Of course, the use

it Will be realiZed, the invention is capable of other different
embodiments and its several details are capable of modi?

of lightWeight plastic or other high density polymers is

cation in various, obvious aspects all Without departing from
45

particularly desirable if the vessel 16 is going to be discarded

Will be regarded as illustrative in nature and not as restric

after mixing or pumping is complete, as set forth in more

tive.
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detail in the description that folloWs.
As illustrated, the vessel 16 rests atop the outer Wall 18 of
the cryostat 12. Preferably, this outer Wall 18 is fabricated of
non-magnetic stainless steel, but the use of other materials
is of course possible, as long as the ability of the magnetic
bearing 14 to levitate remains substantially unaffected. Posi
tioned inside of the Wall 18 is a superconducting element 20,
Which is supported by a rod 22 that provides the thermal link
betWeen the superconducting element 20 and a separate

the invention. Accordingly, the draWings and descriptions

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying draWings incorporated in and forming
apart of the speci?cation illustrate several aspects of the
present invention and, together With the description, serve to
explain the principles of the invention. In the draWings:
FIG. 1 is a partially cross-sectional, partially cutaWay,
partially schematic vieW of one embodiment of the system
of the present invention Wherein the levitating magnetic

cooling source 24. The outer Wall 18 of the cryostat 12
de?nes a chamber 25 that is preferably evacuated to ther

bearing is rotated by an external drive magnet to mix a ?uid
in a vessel and the cooling source is a separate cooling
chamber in a cryostat holding a cryogen;

FIG. 1a is a partially cross-sectional, partially cutaWay,

mally isolate the cold superconducting element 20 from the
relatively Warm vessel 16, magnetic bearing 14, and ?uid F.
Positioning of the superconducting element 20 in this

partially schematic vieW of one embodiment of the system

vacuum chamber 25 is possible by virtue of the thermal link

of the present invention Wherein the levitating magnetic

provided by the rod 22. The thermal isolation and separation
provided by the chamber 25 alloWs for the superconducting

element or bearing is rotated by an external drive magnet to
mix a ?uid in a vessel having a sealable opening at the top
and a closed bottom With no pre-de?ned outlet and the
cooling source is a separate cooling chamber in a cryostat
holding a cryogen;
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element 20 to be placed in very close proximity to the outer
Wall 18 Without affecting the temperature of the outer Wall
18 or vessel 16. This alloWs the separation distance from the
superconducting element 20 to the inner surface of the Wall
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18 to be narrowed signi?cantly, such that in the preferred
embodiment, the gap G betWeen the tWo is under 10

permanent magnets, since no pinning forces act to tie the
tWo magnets together, While at the same time a balancing

millimeters, and can be as narroW as approximately 0.01

repulsive force is provided.

millimeters. This substantial reduction in the separation

In the preferred embodiment of the present system 10, the
element 20 providing the superconductive effects is a “high

distance enhances the levitational stability, magnetic
stiffness, and loading capacity of the bearing 14 Without the
concomitant cooling effects associated With prior art

temperature type II” superconductor. Most preferably, the
superconducting element 20 is formed of a relatively thin

approaches for levitating magnetic bearings above cold
superconducting elements.

cylindrical pellet of melt-textured Yttrium-Barium Copper
Oxide that, upon being cooled to a temperature of approxi
mately 77—78 Kelvin using a cooling source 24, such as the

In the illustrated embodiment, the cooling source 24 is a

separate, substantially contained cooling chamber 26 hold

illustrated liquid nitrogen chamber 26, exhibits the desired

ing a cryogen C, such as liquid nitrogen. The chamber 26 is
de?ned by an outer Wall 28 that is substantially thermally
separated from the outer Wall 18 of the cryostat 12 to
minimiZe heat transfer. An inlet I is provided through this
Wall 28 for introducing the cryogen into the cooling chamber

levitational properties in a permanent magnet. Of course, the

15

26. To permit any vapor V to escape from the chamber 26 as
the cryogen C Warms, an exhaust outlet O is also provided

(see action arroWs in FIG. 1 also designating the inlet and
outlet). In the illustrated embodiment, the inlet I and outlet
O lines may be Welded in place to suspend the cooling
chamber 26 in the cryostat 12, but the use of any other
support means that minimiZes thermal transfer betWeen the
cooling chamber 26 and the cryostat Wall or other housing

18 is also possible.

?rst magnet 32 is not critical to creating the desired

levitation, the magnet 32 is preferably disc-shaped and
polariZed in the vertical direction. This ensures that a
25

cylindrical and extends through the outer Wall 28 of the
cooling chamber 26. The entire surface area of the super
conducting element 20 should contact the upper surface of
the cylindrical rod 22 to ensure that thermal transfer is
maximiZed. The rod 22 is preferably formed of materials

having loW thermal resistance/high thermal conductance,
such as brass, copper, or aluminum.
35

means, such as an electric motor 42 or the like, and the

net 38 serves to transmit the driving torque to the bearing 14

to provide the desired pumping or mixing action. The
45

direction of rotation is indicated by the action arroWs shoWn
in FIGS. 1 and 2 as being in the counterclockWise direction,
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but it should be appreciated that this direction is easily
reversed by simply reversing the direction in Which the drive
magnet 40 is rotated.
In operation, and in practicing the method of pumping or
mixing a ?uid disclosed herein, the vessel 16 containing the
?uid F and magnetic bearing 14 are together placed external
to the Wall 18 of the cryostat 12 adjacent to the supercon
ducting element 20, Which is placed in the chamber 25.
When the ?rst disc-shaped permanent magnet 32 is brought
into the proximity of the superconducting element 20, the

symmetrical magnetic ?eld generated thereby causes the

element 20 in the presence of a magnetic ?eld, it becomes
capable of distributing the current induced by a permanent
magnet such that the magnet levitates a certain distance

entire bearing 14 to levitate in a stable fashion above the
bottom Wall of the vessel 16. This levitation brings the
second permanent magnet 38 into engagement With the drive
magnet 40 to form the desired magnetic coupling. In addi
tion to transmitting the driving torque, this magnetic cou
pling also serves to stabiliZe rotation of the magnetic bearing

above the superconducting element, depending primarily
upon the intensity and the direction of the magnetic ?eld

generated by the levitating magnet. Although basically a
repulsive force is created, the peculiar nature of the pinning
forces generated actually tie the levitating magnet to the

14. The motor 42 or other motive device is then engaged to
cause the drive magnet 40 to rotate, Which in turn induces a

superconducting element as if the tWo Were connected by an

invisible spring. As should be appreciated, this form of

levitating magnetic bearing 14 in the vessel 16 is achieved
by a magnetic coupling formed betWeen a second permanent
magnet 38 (shoWn in dashed line outline in FIG. 1, but see
also FIG. 2) and a drive magnet 40 positioned externally of
the vessel 16. The drive magnet 40 is rotated by a drive
magnetic coupling formed With the second permanent mag

ducting element 20 to the outer Wall 18 is minimiZed to
avoid cooling the vessel 16 or ?uid F held therein. Although
a vacuum chamber 25 is presently proposed as one preferred
manner of minimiZing this thermal transfer, the use of other
means to provide the desired thermal isolation is possible,
such as by placing insulating materials or the like in the
chamber 25.

As is knoWn in the art, by cooling the superconducting

symmetrical magnetic ?eld is created by the magnet 32 and
stable levitation results above the superconducting element
20 While free rotation relative to the vertical axis is possible.
In a version of the magnetic bearing 14 particularly
adapted for use in relatively deep ?uid vessels, a support
shaft 34 is connected to and extends vertically from the ?rst
permanent magnet 32. Along the shaft 34, at least one, and
preferably tWo, impellers 36 are carried that serve to provide
the desired pumping, or in the case of FIG. 1, mixing action
When the magnetic bearing 14 is rotated. Rotation of the

The rod 22 serving as the thermal link betWeen the
cooling source 24 and the superconducting element 20 is

As should be appreciated from vieWing FIG. 1, and as
previously noted, the combination of the outer Wall 18 and
the inner cooling chamber 26 in this ?rst embodiment
de?nes the chamber 25 around the superconducting element
20. Preferably, this chamber 25 is evacuated to minimiZe
heat transfer from the cooling chamber Walls 28 and the
superconducting element 20 to the outer Wall 18 of the
cryostat 12. The evacuation pressure is preferably at least
10'3 torr, and most preferably on the order of 10'5 torr, but
of course may be varied depending upon the requirements of
a particular application. The important factor is that thermal
transfer from the cooling source 24, Which in this case is the
cooling chamber 26 holding a cryogen C, and the supercon

use of other knoWn superconducting materials having higher
or loWer operating temperatures is also possible, and my
prior US. Pat. No. 5,567,672 is incorporated herein by
reference for, among other things, the other high
temperature superconducting materials referenced therein.
The magnetic bearing 14 in the preferred embodiment
includes a ?rst permanent magnet 32 for positioning in the
vessel 16 adjacent to the superconducting element 20 such
that it levitates in the ?uid F. Although the polarity of this
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steady, stable rotation in the bearing 14. Rotating impellers

attachment cannot be achieved in conventional levitation

36 then serve to mix or pump the ?uid F in a gentle, yet

schemes for magnetic bearings that employ tWo opposed

thorough fashion.
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Since the bearing 14 fully levitates and can be completely
submerged in the ?uid, the need for mixing or stirring rods
penetrating through the vessel 16 is eliminated. The con
comitant need for dynamic shaft seals or support bearings in
the vessel Walls is also eliminated. A related advantage is
that the vessel 16 containing the ?uid F and the magnetic
bearing 14 can be completely sealed from the outside
environment before mixing to provide further assurances
against leakage or contamination. Yet another related advan
tage discussed in detail beloW is that the vessel 16 and
magnetic bearing 14 can be formed of relatively
inexpensive, disposable materials and simply discarded once
mixing is complete. As should be appreciated, this advan
tageously eliminates the need for cleanup and steriliZation of

particularly advantageous for use With ?uids that are sensi
tive to shear stress. As should be appreciated, this arrange
ment can be used both Whether the vessel 16 is completely
sealed, provided With an inlet 44 and an outlet 46 for
pumping as shoWn in FIG. 2, or open to the ambient
environment. For purposes of illustration only, FIG. 3 shoWs
the cryostat 12 of the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1 having
an outer Wall 18 and a cooling chamber 26 de?ned by a Wall

the magnetic bearing 14 and vessel 16. Thus, by completely
sealing a disposable vessel containing a magnetic bearing

10

arrangement.
Through experimentation, it has been discovered that
When the magnetic bearing 14 of the type described for use
15

in the preferred embodiment is employed, providing the
requisite degree of stability to ensure that all contact With the
side Walls of the container 16 is avoided can be a concern.

and a ?uid prior to mixing, the entire assembly can simply

Thus, to ensure that the magnetic bearing 14 rotates With

be discarded once the ?uid contents are recovered, thereby

exceptional stability and such contact is completely avoided,

reducing the risk of human exposure both during and after

the second permanent magnet 38 and the drive magnet 40
are each provided With at least tWo pair, and preferably four

mixing in the case of haZardous ?uids.
A second embodiment of the system 10 of the present

pair of cooperating sub-magnets 50a, 50b. As shoWn in
FIGS. 4a and 4b, these magnets 50a, 50b preferably have

invention particularly adapted for pumping a ?uid F is
shoWn in FIG. 2. In this embodiment, the vessel 16 includes

opposite polarities and thereby serve to attract each other

and prevent the levitating magnetic bearing 14 from making

at least one ?uid inlet 44 and at least one outlet 46. The

rotating impellers 36 serve to provide the desired pumping
action by forcing ?uid F from the inlet 44 to the outlet 46
(see action arroWs). By increasing or decreasing the rota

28. HoWever, it should be appreciated that use of the housing
18 and closed-cycle refrigerator 48 of the second embodi
ment of FIG. 2 as the “cryostat” is also possible With this

25

any substantial side-to-side movement. HoWever, the attrac

tive force is counterbalanced by the combined spring like
attractive and repulsive levitational forces created betWeen
the ?rst permanent magnet 32 and the superconducting
element 20 When cooled. This avoids the potential for
contact With the upper Wall of the vessel 16, if present.

tional speed of the motor 42 or other motive device, or

adjusting the siZe, shape or style of the impeller blades, or
substituting a different design altogether, a precise level of

Overall, the magnetic bearing 14 is capable of exceptionally

pumping action may be provided.
Another possible modi?cation shoWn in FIG. 2 is to use

stable rotation using this arrangement, Which further guards

a closed cycle refrigerator 48 to provide the necessary
cooling for the superconducting element 20 instead of a
cryostat With a liquid cryogen. The refrigerator 48 can be
positioned externally to a housing 18 containing the super
conducting element 20, Which may be the equivalent of the
cryostat outer Wall 18 previously described. As With the ?rst
embodiment, a chamber 25 is de?ned by the housing 18.
This chamber 25 is preferably evacuated or ?lled With other
insulating materials to minimiZe thermal transfer from the

against the undesirable frictional heating or shear stress
created if the rotating bearing 14, or more particularly, the
?rst and second permanent magnets 32, 38 or the blades of
the impeller(s) 36 could move into close proximity With the

35

bottom or side Walls of the vessel 16.

As previously mentioned, one of the many advantages of
the system 10 of the present invention is that, since the
magnetic bearing 14 levitates in the ?uid F and no mixing or
stirring rods are required for rotation, the vessel 16 can be
completely sealed from the outside ambient environment.

superconducting element 20 to the housing 18. HoWever,
since no cooling source 24 is contained Within the housing
18, it is not actually a “cryostat” as that term is commonly
de?ned. Nevertheless, the desired dual levels of thermal

Thus, by forming the bearing 14 and vessel 16 of relatively
45

separation are still possible, and the concomitant advantages
provided, since: (1) the cooling source 24, 48 is positioned
aWay from the housing 18 and, thus, the vessel 16, magnetic
bearing 14, and ?uid F; and (2) the housing 18 still separates

inexpensive or disposable materials, both can simply be
discarded after mixing is completed and the ?uid F is
recovered. Of course, such disposable materials can also be

used to form the vessel 16 designed for pumping ?uids (FIG.
2), or to form the open-top container for mixing ?uids, to
avoid the need for clean up or steriliZation once the opera

tion is complete.
It should also be appreciated that the magnetic bearing 14

and de?nes a chamber 25 that thermally isolates the super

conducting element 20 and the vessel 16. In yet another
alternate arrangement, the refrigerator 48 can be used as a

illustrated is a preferred arrangement only, and that other

primary cooling source, With the cryogenic chamber 26

possible con?gurations are possible. For instance, impeller
blades could simply be placed circumferentially around the

provided as a secondary or “backup” cooling source in the
event of a poWer outage or mechanical failure (not shoWn).
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In accordance With another of the many important aspects
of the present system 10, the absence of a mixing rod or
other mechanical stirrer extending through a Wall of the
vessel 16 also alloWs for placement of the magnetic bearing

of the shaft 34, or eliminate it altogether, if the vessel 16 is
relatively short in the vertical dimension. Instead of a bladed
impeller 36, the use of other structural arrangements is also
possible, such as disc-shaped Wheels having vanes or like
structures designed to create the desired mixing or pumping
action When rotated. Depending on the depth of the vessel
16, the length of the shaft 34, if present, can also be

14 at an off-axis position, as shoWn in FIG. 3. Speci?cally,

the superconducting element 20, magnetic bearing 14, and
drive magnet 40 are all axially aligned aWay from the
vertical center axis of the vessel 16. One particular advan

increased or decreased as necessary. All components form

tage of using this approach is that the magnetic bearing 14
may be rotated at a very loW speed While the vessel 16 is also
rotated about its center axis. This advantageously ensures

that gentle, yet thorough mixing, is achieved, Which is

disc-shaped ?rst permanent magnet 32 to reduce the length

ing the magnetic bearing in any embodiment described
65

above may be coated With TEFLON or other inert materials
to reduce the chances of contamination or corrosion, as Well
as to facilitate clean up, if required.
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isolation may be provided by evacuating the chamber 25, or
?lling it With an insulating material. By virtue of this thermal
isolation and separation, the superconducting element 20

Of course, besides use in the mixing or pumping of small

batches of ?uid solutions or suspensions used during experi
mentation and research in the laboratory setting, all com
ponents are also easily scaled up for use in industrial or

can be positioned in close proximity to the outer Wall or

commercial pumping or mixing operations, such as those
commonly used in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals on a
large-scale basis. The levitation of the magnetic bearing can

housing 18 adjacent to the vessel 16 and magnetic bearing
14, thereby achieving a signi?cant reduction in the separa

still be readily achieved in systems of much greater capacity

the superconducting element 20. This enhances the magnetic

tion distance or gap G betWeen the magnetic bearing 14 and

than the one shoWn for purposes of illustration in the

stiffness and loading capacity of the magnetic levitating

draWings, thus making the present arrangement particularly

bearing 14, thus making it suitable for use With viscous
?uids or relatively large volumes of ?uid. The exceptionally

Well-suited for the commercial production of pharmaceuti

stable levitation provided as a result of the reduced separa

cals or any other solutions or suspensions that require gentle,

tion distance also signi?cantly reduces the potential for

yet thorough mixing during processing.
Experiments conducted to date have demonstrated the
ef?cacy of the system 10 described above as the most

contact betWeen the rotating bearing and the bottom or
sideWalls of the vessel, Which makes this arrangement
15

preferred embodiment. The set-up utiliZed in conducting
these experiments included a magnetic bearing having axi
ally aligned upper and loWer magnets and an impeller

shear stress or the effects of frictional heating. HoWever,

since the superconducting element 20 is substantially ther
mally isolated and separated from the vessel 16, the mag
netic bearing 14, and hence the ?uid F contained therein, are
not exposed to the cold temperatures generated by the
cooling source 24 to produce the desired superconductive

mounted on a vertically extending support shaft, as shoWn in

FIG. 1. A cylindrical pellet of melt-textured YBa2Cu3O7+x
having a diameter of 30 millimeters and a thickness of 25
millimeters Was used as the superconducting element and
placed in a cryostat having a con?guration similar to the one
shoWn in FIG. 1. The cryostat included a cooling chamber

?lled With approximately 1 liter of liquid nitrogen. A
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Nd—Fe—B permanent magnet With a surface ?eld intensity
of 0.4 Tesla Was used as the loWer, ?rst permanent magnet.

effects and the resultant levitation. This alloWs for tempera
ture sensitive ?uids to be mixed or pumped. By using means
external to the vessel 16 to rotate and/or stabiliZe the
magnetic bearing 14 levitating in the ?uid F, such as a

rotating drive magnet 40 magnetically coupled to the mag
netic bearing 14, the desired pumping or mixing action is

provided.

Experiments conducted using this set-up demonstrated

The foregoing description of a preferred embodiment of
the present invention has been presented for purposes of
illustration and description. It is not intended to be exhaus

that the desired exceptionally stable levitation of the mag
netic bearing above the top surface of the cryostat in a vessel
?lled With a relatively Warm ?uid Was possible. A separation

tive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed.
Obvious modi?cations or variations are possible in light of

distance of up to seven millimeters Was achieved, and the

levitation Was stable for up to ?ve hours using just a liter of

liquid nitrogen as the cryogen. In the ?rst experiment using
this set up, Water Was selected as a model loW viscosity ?uid. 35

Rotational speeds of up to 600 rpm Were achieved—this

the above teachings. The embodiment Was chosen and
described to provide the best illustration of the principles of
the invention and its practical application to thereby enable
one of ordinary skill in the art to utiliZe the invention in

upper limit being de?ned by only the limited capabilities of

various embodiments and With various modi?cations as are

the motor used to rotate the drive magnet in this experiment.

suited to the particular use contemplated. All such modi?

No decoupling or instability in the magnetic bearing Was

cations and variations are Within the scope of the invention

observed at any speed. In the case of glycerin, a model high
viscosity ?uid, a maximum rotational speed of 60 rpm Was

as determined by the appended claims When interpreted in
accordance With the breadth to Which they are fairly, legally

achieved before some decoupling of the magnetic bearing
Was observed. To further demonstrate the mixing capabili

and equitably entitled.

ties using the proposed system, SEPHADEX poWder (dry
bead, 50—150 micron diameter) Was placed on the bottom of
a Water-?lled vessel and the levitating magnetic bearing
rotated. A uniform suspension Was achieved after approxi

particularly Well-suited for use in ?uids that are sensitive to
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What is claimed is:
1. A system for pumping or mixing a ?uid in a vessel,

comprising:

mately ?ve minutes of mixing.

a magnetic element for placement in the vessel;
a superconducting element for levitating said magnetic

In summary, a system 10 using cold superconducting
technology that is capable of pumping or mixing a relatively

a Wall de?ning a chamber around the superconducting

element;
element, said chamber thermally isolating the super

Warm or otherWise temperature sensitive ?uid using a levi

conduction element from the vessel;
a cooling source thermally linked to said superconducting

tating magnetic bearing 14 is disclosed. The magnetic bear
ing 14 carries at least one impeller 36 and is placed in a ?uid
vessel 16 positioned external to a cryostat 12 having an outer
Wall or other housing 18 for containing a superconducting

element;
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element 20. Aseparate cooling source 24 (either a cryogenic
chamber 26, FIGS. 1 and 3 or a refrigerator 48, FIG. 2)

thermally linked to the superconducting element 20 provides
the necessary cooling to create the desired superconductive
effects and induce levitation in the magnetic bearing 14.
Since the bearing levitates in the ?uid F, no penetration of
the vessel Walls by mixing or stirring rods is necessary,
Which eliminates the need for dynamic bearings or seals.
Additionally, the outer Wall 18 of the cryostat 12 or other
housing de?nes a chamber 25 that thermally isolates and
separates the superconducting element 20 from the vessel 16

containing the ?uid F and magnetic bearing 14. The thermal

a motive device for rotating said magnetic element,
Whereby the ?uid is pumped or mixed by the rotation of
the magnetic element.
2. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according to
claim 1, Wherein a vacuum is maintained in the chamber
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around said superconducting element to minimiZe thermal
transfer to said Wall and provide the desired thermal isola
tion.
3. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according to
claim 2, Wherein said vacuum is at least 10'3 torr.
4. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according to
claim 1, Wherein said superconducting element is a high

temperature superconducting element.
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22. A system for mixing a ?uid, comprising:
a vessel for holding the ?uid;
a magnetic element positioned in said vessel;
a superconducting element;
a housing de?ning a chamber around said superconduct

5. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according to

claim 4, Wherein said high temperature superconducting
element is fabricated of melt-textured Yttrium-Barium Cop

per Oxide (YBCO).
6. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according to
claim 1, Wherein said cooling source is kept at a temperature

ing element for thermally isolating said superconduct

of betWeen 4.2 to 130 Kelvin.

7. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according to
claim 6, Wherein said cooling source is kept at a temperature
of betWeen approximately 77 to 78 Kelvin.
8. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according to
claim 1, Wherein said Wall is the outer Wall of a cryostat and
said cooling source is a chamber in said cryostat holding

ing element from said vessel;
a cooling source thermally linked to said superconducting
10

element; and
a motive device to rotate said magnetic element,

Whereby the superconducting element is positioned adja
cent to the vessel for levitating the magnetic element in
the vessel and the rotation of the magnetic element
creates the mixing action in the ?uid.

liquid nitrogen.
9. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according to
claim 1, Wherein said cooling source is a refrigerator.
10. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 1, Wherein said thermal link is provided by a rod

23. The mixing system according to claim 22, Wherein
said chamber surrounding said superconducting element is

extending betWeen said superconducting element and said

evacuated to minimiZe thermal transfer to said housing and

cooling source.

provide the desired thermal isolation.
24. The mixing system according to claim 22, Wherein

11. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 1, Wherein said levitating magnetic element is a
magnetic bearing that further includes a ?rst permanent

said vessel includes an inlet and an outlet, and said magnetic
element includes at least one impeller that creates an

magnet positioned adjacent to said superconducting element

enhanced pumping action that forces ?uid to move from said
inlet to said outlet.

but external to said Wall.

12. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 11, Wherein said ?rst permanent magnet is disc
shaped and polariZed in the vertical direction to produce a
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ment.

symmetrical magnetic ?eld.

26. The mixing system according to claim 25, Wherein

13. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 11, Wherein said magnetic bearing further includes
a second permanent magnet spaced from said ?rst perma

said vessel and magnetic element are disposable.
27. A method of levitating and rotating and rotating a
magnetic element in a vessel for the intended use of pump

nent magnet for forming a magnetic coupling With a drive

magnet forming a part of said motive device, Whereby said
magnetic coupling serves to both transmit driving torque
from said drive magnet to said magnetic bearing and stabi
liZe the levitation of said magnetic bearing.
14. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 13, Wherein said magnetic bearing further includes

ing or mixing at least a ?uid, including a non-cryogenic ?uid

comprising:
placing the magnetic element in the vessel;
35

at least one impeller mounted on a shaft extending substan

source; and

rotating the magnetic element in the vessel.
28. The method according to claim 27, further including
the steps of placing said magnetic element in the vessel prior

magnets.

to introducing a ?uid.
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ating submagnets serve to stabiliZe said magnetic bearing

during rotation.
17. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 1, Wherein said Wall is beloW said magnetic element
and the vessel rests atop said Wall.
18. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 1, Wherein a gap is provided betWeen said super
conducting element and an inner surface of said Wall of
approximately 0.01 to 5 millimeters.
19. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
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29. The method according to claim 27, including the step
of completely sealing the vessel prior to rotating said
magnetic element.
30. The method according to claim 27, further including
the step of disposing of said magnetic element and/or said
vessel When pumping or mixing is complete.
31. The method according to claim 27, further including
the step of reusing the magnetic element and/or said vessel
When pumping or mixing is complete.
32. An assembly for holding a ?uid in a mixing system
Wherein a superconducting element levitates a mixing ele
ment and a motive device rotates the mixing element,

comprising:
a sealed vessel capable of holding the ?uid;
Wherein the mixing element includes a magnet and is
positioned in said sealed vessel such that it is capable

to claim 1, Wherein the vessel includes an inlet and an outlet,
and further including at least one impeller associated With
said magnetic element that creates an enhanced pumping
action that forces ?uid to move from said inlet to said outlet.

20. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 1, Wherein said vessel is completely sealed and said
magnetic element serves to mix the ?uid only.
21. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 1, Wherein the vertical center axis of rotation of the
magnetic element is offset from the vertical center axis of the
vessel.

levitating the magnetic element in the vessel using a
superconducting element positioned in an evacuated or
insulated chamber and thermally linked to a cooling

tially vertically betWeen said ?rst and second permanent
15. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 13, Wherein said motive device for said magnetic
bearing includes a motor for rotating said drive magnet.
16. The system for pumping or mixing a ?uid according
to claim 13, Wherein said second permanent magnet includes
at least tWo submagnets that correspond to opposite polarity
forming a part of said drive magnet, Whereby said cooper

25. The mixing system according to claim 22, Wherein
said vessel is completely sealed from the outside environ

of levitating in a non-contact fashion relative to the

vessel in the absence of the ?uid,

Whereby said magnetic mixing element may be levitated
in the vessel by the superconducting element and
rotated by the motive device Without the need for a
65

shaft penetrating into the vessel and may be disposed of
along With the vessel or reused When the mixing

operation is complete.
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a cryostat for thermally isolating the superconducting
element from the vessel;

33. The assembly according to claim 32, wherein the ?uid
is introduced into the vessel prior to sealing.
34. The assembly according to claim 32, Wherein the ?uid
is introduced into the vessel after sealing.
35. A method of pumping or mixing a ?uid, comprising:

a cooling source thermally linked to the superconducting

placing a pumping or miXing element in a vessel and

alternating polarity driving magnets that form a mag
netic coupling With the at least one pair of alternating

element;
a motive device including a motor for rotating a pair of

sealing the vessel;

polarity driven magnets,

levitating the magnetic element in the vessel using a
superconducting element placed in a superconducting
state in accordance With a ?eld cooling protocol;
introducing the ?uid into the vessel;

Whereby the rotation of the driving magnets serves to
rotate the pumping or miXing structure via the magnetic

coupling With the driven magnets.
42. The system according to claim 41, Wherein the pump
ing or miXing structure comprises tWo pair of alternating
polarity driven magnets and the motive device includes tWo

rotating the magnetic element,
Whereby the active rotation of the levitating, magnetic

pair of alternating polarity driving magnets.

pumping or miXing element serves to pump or miX the

?uid in the vessel When present.
36. The method according to claim 35, Wherein the vessel
is formed of a disposable material, and further including the
step of disposing of the vessel after at least a portion of the
?uid is retrieved.
37. The method according to claim 35, Wherein the step

43. A system for pumping or miXing a ?uid, comprising:
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of levitating the pumping or miXing element includes posi
tioning the superconducting element in an evacuated or

insulated chamber and thermally linking the superconduct
ing element to a cooling source.
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38. The method according to claim 35, Wherein the
pumping or miXing element is a magnetic bearing including
a levitation magnet for positioning adjacent to the super
conducting element and at least tWo alternating polarity
submagnets, and Wherein the step of rotating the supercon
ducting element includes positioning a motive device
including a drive magnet structure adjacent to the vessel to

more driving magnets that form a magnetic coupling
With the driven magnet structure of said pumping or

miXing structure;
a cryostat including a Wall for supporting the vessel and

39. A system for pumping or miXing a ?uid in a vessel,
35

a pumping or miXing structure for placement in the vessel,
said pumping or miXing structure comprising ?rst and
second magnets and a support for supporting the mag
nets in a spaced con?guration;
a superconducting element positioned adjacent to the
vessel and the ?rst magnet for levitating the pumping or
miXing structure in the vessel;
a cryostat including a chamber for thermally isolating the

coupling.
and second portions of the vessel are spaced in a vertical
direction.
45. A system for pumping or miXing a ?uid in a vessel,

comprising:
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element;

carrying a ?rst magnet at one end, at least one pair of
and at least one impeller;

for forming a magnetic coupling With the second mag
net and rotating said magnetic pumping or miXing
structure,
Whereby the ?uid is pumped or miXed by the rotation of
the pumping or miXing structure.
40. The system according to claim 39, Wherein the pump

a superconducting element positioned adjacent to the
vessel and the ?rst magnet for levitating the pumping or
miXing structure in the vessel;
a cryostat including a Wall de?ning a chamber for ther

mally isolating the superconducting element from the
vessel and a cooling source thermally linked to the
55

superconducting element in the chamber;
a motive device including a motor for rotating a pair of

action provided.

alternating polarity driving magnets that form a mag
netic coupling With the at least one pair of alternating

41. A system for pumping or miXing a ?uid in a vessel,

comprising:

polarity driven magnets,

a pumping or miXing structure for placement in the vessel,
said pumping or miXing structure comprising a shaft

Whereby the rotation of the driving magnets serves to
rotate the pumping or miXing structure via the magnetic

carrying a levitation magnet at one end, at least one pair

coupling With the driven magnets.

of alternating polarity driven magnets at the opposite

46. An assembly for holding a ?uid for intended use in a

end, and at least one impeller;

a superconducting element positioned adjacent to the
vessel and the levitation magnet for levitating the
pumping or miXing structure in the vessel;

a pumping or miXing structure for placement in the vessel,
said pumping or miXing structure comprising a shaft

alternating polarity driven magnets at the opposite end,

a motive device comprising one or more drive magnets

ing or miXing structure further comprises at least one
impeller or vane for enhancing the pumping or miXing

de?ning a chamber for thermally isolating the super
conducting element from the vessel and a cooling
source thermally linked to the superconducting element
in the chamber;
Whereby the rotation of the driving magnet serves to
rotate the pumping or miXing structure via the magnetic
44. The system according to claim 43, Wherein the ?rst

superconducting element from the vessel;
a cooling source thermally linked to said superconducting

positioned adjacent to the second portion of the vessel;
a superconducting element positioned adjacent to the
vessel and the levitation magnet structure for levitating
the pumping or miXing structure;
a motive device including a motor for rotating one or

form a magnetic coupling With the submagnets.

comprising:

a vessel having a ?rst portion and a second portion;
a pumping or miXing structure for placement in the vessel,
said pumping or miXing structure comprising a levita
tion magnet structure positioned adjacent to a ?rst
portion of the vessel and a driven magnet structure

pumping or miXing system having a levitation device that
65

levitates a pumping or miXing structure and a motive device

including a driving magnet structure rotates the pumping or

miXing structure, comprising:
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a vessel capable of holding the ?uid;

a driven magnet structure positioned adjacent to the
motive device, said driven magnet structure forming a

Wherein the pumping or mixing structure comprises a
shaft carrying a ?rst magnet at one end, at least one pair

magnetic coupling With the driving magnet structure;

of alternating polarity driven magnets at the opposite

a connector for connecting the levitation and driven

end, and at least one impeller;

magnet structures,
Whereby supplying the levitation and rotation of the
structure externally avoids the need for shafts penetrat
ing into or through the vessel or corresponding

Whereby the ?rst magnet of said pumping or mixing
structure may be levitated in the vessel in a non-contact

fashion by the levitation device and the alternating
polarity driven magnets may be rotated by driving
magnet of the motive device, both Without the need for
a shaft penetrating into the vessel.
47. The assembly according to claim 46, Wherein the
vessel is formed of a disposable material.
48. The assembly according to claim 46, Wherein the
vessel is sealed after the pumping or mixing element is

mechanical support bearings or seals.
55. The structure according to claim 54, Wherein the
driven magnet structure comprises at least one pair of

alternating polarity magnets, Whereby the magnets each
form a portion of the magnetic coupling With the driving
magnet structure on the motive device.
15

positioned therein.

56. The structure according to claim 54, Wherein the
connector is a shaft that maintains the levitation and driving

magnets in a vertically spaced relationship.

49. The assembly according to claim 46, Wherein the

57. The structure according to claim 54, further including

vessel is unsealed prior to use to introduce a ?uid therein.

at least one impeller on the connector.

50. The assembly according to claim 46, Wherein the

58. A method of levitating and rotating a magnetic struc

vessel is selected from the group consisting of an open-top
container, a container having an inlet and an outlet, and a

ture in a vessel for the intended use of pumping or mixing

sealed container.

at least a ?uid, including a non-cryogenic ?uid, comprising:
placing the magnetic structure in the vessel, said magnetic

51. A structure for intended use in mixing a ?uid using a
system Wherein a superconducting element levitates a mix

ing element and a motive device rotates the mixing element,
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comprising:

impeller;

a mixing vessel for holding the ?uid during mixing, said
vessel having a sealable opening, no pre-de?ned outlet,
and a substantially planar bottom surface;

levitating the magnetic structure in the vessel using a
superconducting element positioned in an evacuated or

insulated chamber adjacent to the levitation magnet and
thermally linked to a separate cooling source; and

Wherein the mixing element includes a levitation magnet
and is positioned in the vessel such that it is capable of
levitating in a non-contact fashion substantially and

entirely above the planar bottom surface in the absence
of a ?uid;
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Whereby the mixing element may be levitated in the
vessel by the superconducting element and rotated by

59. A system for pumping or mixing a ?uid in a vessel,

a magnetic element for placement in the vessel;
a superconducting element for levitating said magnetic

ing into the vessel and may be disposed of along With
the vessel or reused When the mixing operation is

element;

complete.

a structure de?ning a chamber around the superconduct
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driven magnets at the opposite end corresponding to the
driving magnet structure of the motive device, and at least
one impeller.
54. A structure for intended use in pumping or mixing a
?uid in a vessel in a non-contact fashion using a levitation

prising:

ing element, said chamber being evacuated or insulated
to thermally isolate the superconducting element from
the vessel;
a closed-cycle refrigerator thermally linked to said super

conducting element;

conducting element, at least one pair of alternating polarity

device external to the vessel for providing a levitating force
and a motive device external to the vessel for imparting
rotary motion including a driving magnet structure, com

rotating the magnetic structure in the vessel by forming a
magnetic coupling betWeen a driving magnet structure
on the motive device and the alternating polarity driven
magnets of the magnetic structure.

comprising:

the motive device Without the need for a shaft penetrat

52. The structure according to claim 51, Wherein the
sealable opening is provided in an upper portion of the
vessel.
53. The structure according to claim 51, Wherein the
motive device includes a driving magnet structure, and the
mixing element comprises a shaft carrying a disc-shaped
permanent magnet at one end corresponding to the super

structure comprising a shaft carrying a levitation mag
net at one end, at least one pair of alternating polarity
driven magnets at the opposite end, and at least one
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a motive device for rotating said magnetic element,
Whereby the ?uid is pumped or mixed by the rotation of
the magnetic element.
60. The system according to claim 59, Wherein the motive
device includes a driving magnet structure, and the magnetic
element comprises a shaft carrying a disc-shaped permanent
magnet at one end corresponding to the superconducting
element, at least one pair of alternating polarity driven
magnets at the opposite end corresponding to the driving
magnet structure of the motive device, and at least one

impeller for creating a pumping or mixing action in the ?uid.

a levitation magnet structure positioned adjacent to the

levitation device;
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